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ABSTRACT
Individuals sharing information can improve the cost or performance of a distributed control system. But, sharing may
also violate privacy. We develop a general framework for
studying the cost of differential privacy in systems where
a collection of agents, with coupled dynamics, communicate
for sensing their shared environment while pursuing individual preferences. First, we propose a communication strategy
that relies on adding carefully chosen random noise to agent
states and show that it preserves differential privacy. Of
course, the higher the standard deviation of the noise, the
higher the cost of privacy. For linear distributed control
systems with quadratic cost functions, the standard deviation becomes independent of the number agents and it decays with the maximum eigenvalue of the dynamics matrix.
Furthermore, for stable dynamics, the noise to be added is
independent of the number of agents as well as the time horizon up to which privacy is desired. Finally, we show that
the cost of -differential privacy up to time T , for a stable
3
system with N agents, is upper bounded by O( NT2 ).
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In distributed control systems there is a trade-off between
privacy and cost. A vehicle with a smart navigation device may provide some information about its trajectory for
crowd sourced traffic data collection [7]. Aggregates of this
data can then be used by the navigation device for trafficaware routing. Similarly, a consumer in a power-grid may
share some information about her energy demands to then
use the aggregate demands for deciding her own consumption plans and save energy costs. At one extreme is the
completely private society in which agents neither share nor
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receive any information through communication. They only
interact through their coupled dynamics. The other extreme
is the completely non-private or broadcast society. Agents
share complete information which at least in principle allows, all agents to make accurate predictions (e.g., traffic
or electricity demands) and to make optimal decisions. Between these two extremes lie a multitude of other possible
communication strategies. The privacy-cost trade-off can
formalized as the cost of privacy measured by the difference
between the cost achieved through a given communication
strategy and the cost achieved by the completely non-private
strategy.
In this paper, we present a general framework for studying cost of privacy for distributed control systems in which
a collection of agents pursue individual goals and communicate for the purpose of sensing their shared environment.
Each agent i has a preference pi —an infinite sequences of
points that it wants to visit in a Euclidean space. These
preference capture, for example, a sequence of waypoints for
a vehicle or the electric power demand of a household. The
evolution of an agent depends on (a) its dynamics, (b) the
control action it takes, and also (c) the environment or the
aggregate state of the other agents. If the communication
strategy shares more information about its preference, then
all agents in the society can estimate the environment more
accurately, and therefore, make better control decisions. On
the other hand, such a communication strategy may leak information about agent preference. For a given communication strategy (r), the difference between the actual sequence
of states visited by an agent following r and the preferred
trajectory pi defines the cost incurred by the agent i.
In our formulation, once the underlying dynamics of the
system, the individual preferences, and the communication
strategy are fixed the overall system is deterministic1 . We
show (Proposition 1) that knowing the preference for the
agents and an observation of the system allows an adversary
to uniquely infer the complete state trajectory of an agent
over time. That is, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the observation sequences and the state trajectories.
Therefore, protecting the privacy of the state trajectories is
tantamount to protecting the preferences.
The notion of privacy we adopt in this paper is differential
privacy [1, 2] as applied to continuous bit streams in [4].
We have to make two technical adjustments to the earlier
1
If the communication strategy uses randomization, the the
overall system is purely probabilistic.

definition. First, since preferences are infinite sequences, we
define adjacency of preferences over a time horizon, say T .
Secondly, we define a pair of agent preferences p and p0 to
be adjacent up to time T , if they differ about the preference
of at most one agent, say agent i, and for any time before
T , the L1 -norm of difference pi − p0i at that time is bounded.
The resulting notion of -differential privacy then ensures
that an adversary with access to all the communication in
the system—we call this an observation sequence—cannot
gain information about the preference of any agent up to
time T with any significant probability.

Contributions. (1) We present an -differential privacy preserving communication strategy for distributed control systems. For a given privacy parameter , and a given agent
state xi , the strategy adds noise to xi from a Laplace distribution with zero mean and standard deviation proportional
to the sensitivity of a particular function to changes in agent
preferences. The function in question maps observations to
sets of executions η −1 (see Section 4).
(2) We show that for linear distributed systems with quadratic
cost functions, the sensitivity of η −1 , and therefore the required standard deviation of the noise, is independent of the
number of participating agents (see Theorem 4). Roughly,
the sensitivity of η −1 with respect to the changes in an individual agent’s preference is influenced by the number of
agents N in two opposing directions. As N increases, a
larger number of agents are influenced by the changes in the
preference of an individual. In contrast, with larger N , the
influence of i on another individual agent through the environment weakens in an environment which aggregates the
state of all the agents. In the linear case, these two effects
roughly cancel out making the sensitivity independent of N .
(3) We show that the required standard deviation of noise
decreases with the stability of the dynamics and with the
weakening of the environment’s influence on an individual.
When the modulus of the maximum eigenvalue of the dynamics matrix is smaller, the effect of changes in an individual’s preference on the system’s trajectory decays faster over
time. Furthermore, as the time horizon goes to infinity, the
sensitivity converges to a constant for stable systems. Thus,
the amount of noise to be added for differentially private
communication is independent of the number of participating agents as well as the time horizon up to which privacy
is desired. For unstable dynamics, on the other hand, the
sensitivity can grow exponentially with the time bound T .
(4) We establish that the cost of -differential privacy using our communication strategy up to time T for a system
3
with N agents is at most O( NT2 ) for stable systems and
the cost can also grow exponentially with T for unstable
systems. This suggests that the proposed strategy is more
likely to be useful for stable systems with short-lived participants (e.g., drivers with short commutes), and further
research is needed for strategies that scale better with time.
Organization. Section 2 discusses related research. Section 3 defines Markov chains with observation maps and
their semantics. Section 4 develops the general framework.
Section 5 presents the Laplace communication mechanism
for general distributed control systems and Section 6 develops specialized results for linear systems. Several proofs are
omitted because of limited space; details can be found in the
online version of the paper [9].

2.

RELATED WORK ON DIFFERENTIAL
PRIVACY

While there are several notions of data privacy in the
Computer Science literature, the quantitative and statistical
nature of differential privacy makes it suitable for adoption
in distributed control. The notion used in this paper follows
the definition of differential privacy introduced originally in
the context of statistical queries on databases [1] (see [2] for
a survey). Differential privacy requires that the change of
an individual agent’s data can only result in unsubstantial
changes in the statistics of any output. It follows that an
adversary looking at the output of any analysis cannot reason with high confidence about the individual’s data. Various mechanisms for achieving differential privacy have been
studied in the literature [3, 12, 13]. The Laplace mechanism
requires adding a Laplace noise to the query output and was
proposed in [1]. In the recent paper [5], a staircase mechanism is shown to be the optimal noise-adding mechanism in
terms of maximizing the accuracy of a query. In [4], the notion of differential privacy is expanded to include streaming
and online computations in which the adversary can look at
the entire sequence of outputs from the analysis algorithm.
Our work is concerned with protecting the privacy of the
agent’s states and preferences instead of its participation status. Consequently, like the definitions presented in [6, 15],
we define differential privacy in terms of adjacent preferences
that are identical for all agents excepting one agent whose
preferences are close as measured by the L1 norm. Our notion of -differential privacy ensures that an adversary with
access to all the communication in the system cannot gain
information about the preference of any agent up to time T
with any significant probability.
In the paper [10], the authors develop a notion of differential privacy which ensures that an adversary cannot tell the
exact input to a dynamical system by looking at its output
stream. Laplace and Gaussian mechanisms are presented
for converting an ordinary dynamical system to a differentially private one. Unlike our message-based and distributed
implementation schemes, here the privacy-preserving implementation consists of a filter and an estimator which are designed to minimize the mean-squared error from the outputs
of the ideal system. In the follow-up work [11], a Kalman filter is designed to estimate the states of differentially private
systems with minimized error. The sufficient condition of
the minimization problem is established in the form of linear matrix inequalities. The problem studied in this paper
is different from the ones introduced in these two papers in
several ways. First, in the class of systems studied here, an
agent’s dynamics is coupled with the environment which depends on the aggregate of all other agents’ states. Secondly,
these systems are “closed loop” and the noise added for privacy in one round affects all future states of the system.
The results in this paper generalize our previous work on
differentially private iterative consensus [8] where the agent
are required to converge to a common value while preserving
the privacy of their initial values. Setting the coupling to
zero, it is possible to recover the mechanism in [8] from the
communication strategy proposed here.

3.

PRELIMINARIES

For a set S, S k and S ω denote the k-ary and infinite Cartesian products of S. For a natural number N ∈ N, we denote

the set {1, . . . , N } by [N ].
For a set S, P(S) is the set of probability distributions
over S. For a random variable X taking values in S with
distribution µ ∈ P(S), we write X ∼ µ. The mechanisms presented in this paper rely on random real numbers
drawn according to the Laplace distribution. Lap(b) denotes
the Laplace distribution with probability density function
1 −|x|/b
pL (x|b) = 2b
e
. This distribution has mean 0 and vari2
ance 2b .
For a vector v of length N , the ith component is denoted
by vi . For a vector v in Rn , |v|p (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞) stands for
the standard Lp -norm for v. Without a subscript, | · | stands
for L1 -norm by default. For a matrix A ∈ Rm×n , |A|p =
max|v|p =1 |Av|p stands for the standard induced p-norm of
matrix A. Without a subscript, |A| stands for induced 1norm of A.
A matrix K ∈ Rn×n is said to be stable, if the modulus of
all the eigenvalues of K are smaller than unity. The smaller
the maximum modulus of eigenvalues of K, the more stable
K is. If some of the eigenvalues are larger than 1, it is said
to be unstable. A property of a stable matrix A is that for
any x, At x → 0 vector as t → 0.
The behavior of the complete system in this paper is
modeled as a Markov chain parametrized by a quantity p,
and which produces some observations. This Markov chain
M(p) = hQ, Y, q0 , µ, ηi, where each of the following components may depend on p: (i) Q is a measurable set of states,
(ii) Y is a set of observations, (iii) q0 ∈ Q is the initial state,
(iv) µ : Q → P(Q) is a probabilistic state transition function,
and (v) η : Q → Y is the observation function. We will denote the components of M(p) by QM(p) , YM(p) , µM(p) , etc.
An execution of length k of M(p) is a sequence of states
α = q0 , q1 , . . . , qk−1 , such that for each i ∈ [k], µ(qk−1 , qk ) >
0. The probability measure over the space of executions
PM(p) is defined in the standard way by first defining a σalgebra of cones over the space of executions, and then by
defining the probability of the cones by integrating over µ
(see for example [14]).
For the execution α of length k, the corresponding observation is a sequence in Y k obtained by point-wise ap∆
plication the observation function to α, that is, ηM(p) (α) =
ηM(p) (q0 ), . . . , ηM(p) (qk−1 ). For a given observation sequence
−1
β ∈ Y k , the corresponding set of executions ηM(p)
(β) is defined as the set {α | ηM(p) (α) = β} and the functions ηM(p)
−1
and ηM(p)
are extended to sets of executions and observations in the usual way.

4.

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS

We begin by defining a distributed control system abstractly (see Figure 1) ; Section 6 provides more concrete
instantiations of these definitions in terms of linear models.
A control system consists of N agents operating in a shared
environment. Agent i, i ∈ [N ], has a preference pi . The
agent’s behavior consists of a physical part which evolves
according to some deterministic dynamics and a controller
which computes the control inputs for the physical dynamics. The agent uses a communication strategy r to broadcast some noisy version of its state to the other agents. The
broadcasts are noisy to preserve privacy and are used to estimate the state of the environment. These estimates are
used by the i’s controller for computing the inputs (along
side its own state).

Fixing the vector of preferences p for all agents, the evolution of the complete system becomes a stochastic process,
specifically a Markov chain with observations M(p) with
the stochasticity arising from the noise values used in the
communication strategy of the individual agents.
The Markov chain modeling the distributed control system is specified by the following parameters: (a) Euclidean
spaces X , U and Z which define an individual agent’s state
space, its control input space, and the state space of the environment, respectively. (b) The preferences of each agent i
(pi ∈ X ω ) consisting of a sequence of points in the individual agent’s state space X which defines a path agent i wants
to follow. (c) A dynamics function f : X × U × Z → X
which defines the next state of an agent as a function of
its current state, control input and the environment’s state.
(d) An aggregation function h : X N → Z which defines the
state of the environment as a function of the agent states.
(e) A control function g : X × Z × N → U which defines
the agent’s controller output as a function of its state, the
environment state and the current time. And finally (f) A
probabilistic observation map r : X × Z × N → P(X ) which
selects a noisy state observation for an agent as a function
of its actual state, its knowledge of the environment and the
current time.
The dynamics functions f and the aggregation function h
capture the physical behavior of the system and the coupling
between agents—as control designers, we cannot change them.
In this paper, we assume that the controller function g is
obtained through existing control theoretic techniques (see
Section 2 for a discussion of related work). The only component up for design is the observation map r. In defining the
Markov chain below, we will use r to probabilistically update a state component of the agent (called x̃i below) which
is produced as an observation. This simplifies our model by
keeping the observation function η deterministic.
A state of agent i is a point in X 2 ×U and its three components are the true agent state (denoted by xi ), the observed
agent state (x̃i ), and the control input (ui ), respectively.
The state of the environment is Z 2 and the two components
are the (true) environment state (z) and the observed environment state (z̃). Thus, the state space of the Markov
∆
chain modeling the complete system is Q = (X 2 ×U)N ×Z 2 .
For each i ∈ [N ] the projection functions xi , x̃i : Q → X ,
ui : Q → U give the state, the observed state, and the control
input of agent i at system state q. Similarly, z, z̃ : Q → Z
give the environment state and the observed environment
state at q. The space of observations for the Markov chain
∆
is Y = X N × Z. The transition probabilities from a state
qt−1 ∈ Q at time t ∈ N is defined by the following sequence
of equations:
ui (qt ) = g(xi (qt−1 ), z̃(qt−1 ), t)

(1)

xi (qt ) = f (xi (qt−1 ), ui (qt ), z(qt−1 ))
x̃i (qt ) ∼ r(xi (qt ), z̃(qt−1 ), t)

(2)
(3)

z(qt ) = h(x1 (qt ), . . . , xN (qt ))
z̃(qt ) = h(x̃1 (qt ), . . . , x̃N (qt ))

(4)
(5)

The first three equations define values of the control input
(ui ), the agents state (xi ), and the environment state (zi ),
for each i ∈ [N ], in the post state qt as functions of qt−1 .
The value of x̃i (qt )’s is chosen according to the probability
distribution r(xi (qt ), t) and z̃i (qt ).

The observation function η of the Markov chain is defined
given a preference vector p and an observation sequence β
−1
∆
of
length k, ηM(p)
(β) is a singleton set.
as follows: for any state q ∈ Q, η(q) = hx̃1 (q), . . . , x̃N (q), z̃(q)i.
In other words, an observation is simply the projection of the
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of β. If β is
state on the x̃ and z̃ components. We sometimes use xi (t)
of length one then η −1 (β) is the single start state θ. As we
as xi (qt ) for short if the execution is clear in the context.
mentioned previously, the agent i’s state matches the first
The initial state q0 is specified by the global preference
point of pi , that is xi (θ) = pi (0) which is specified by p.
vector p and the aggregate function h. For each agent, the
Also, z(θ) = h(x1 (θ), . . . , xN (θ)). And other variables are
initial state is defined by the first point of its preference
xi (q0 ) = pi (0). Then the aggregate z(q0 ) = h(x1 (q0 ), . . . , xN (q0 )). initialized as 0. Thus, the start state θ is fixed.
Suppose β = β 0 y be an observation of length k + 1, where
The initial control inputs (ui ) and the initial observed agent
−1
η (β 0 ) is the unique execution α0 ending with last state
states (x̃i ) and initial observed environment state (ỹ) are set
qk = hu, x, x̃, z, z̃i. It suffices to show that for the given
to 0.
state qk and the observation y, there is a unique state qk+1
which makes α0 qk+1 = η −1 (β). From Equation (1), it folInterpretation of Markov Transitions. From state qt , the
lows that for each i ∈ [N ], ui (qk+1 ) is uniquely defined as
control input ui (qt ) for agent i is obtained by applying the
g(xi (qk ), z̃(qk ), t + 1). This and Equation (2) implies that
possibly time-varying control function g to the agent’s prexi (qk+1 ) is uniquely defined. Similarly, the ui ’s and the
vious state xi (qt−1 ) and the observed aggregate z̃(qt−1 ) at
xi ’s together with Equation (4) imply that z(qk+1 ) is also
t. The new agent state xi (qt ) is obtained by applying the
uniquely defined. Finally, x̃i (qk+1 ) = x˜i (y) and z̃(qk+1 ) =
dynamics function f to the agent’s state at step t − 1, the
z̃(y)
by the definition of the observation function η.
state of the environment z(qt−1 ) at t − 1 and the newly
computed control input ui (qt ). The agent i’s observed state
x̃i (qt ) is updated by choosing a value from the time-varying
distribution r(xi (qt ), z(qt−1 ), t). This distribution defines
how noise is added to the actual value of the state xi (qt ).
The actual environment state and the observed environment
state are computed by applying the aggregation function h
to the new agent states and the observed agent states. An
execution of Markov chain M(p) of length T is a sequence
α = q0 . . . qT −1 , where qt ∈ (X 2 × U)N × Z 2 ). We denote the
set Execp,T to be the set of all executions up to time T of
the distributed system parameterized by p. The observation
up to time T η(α) is a sequence of (x̃1 , x̃2 , . . . , x̃N , z̃) that
lives in the space Y T = (X N × Z)T . The only sources of
uncertainty in the behavior of a control system are (a) the
preferences of the agents (p) and (b) the randomized observation map (r) which is used to disseminate noisy private
information for the sake better performance. Thus, given
a preference vector and an observation sequence, and the
knowledge of the parameters f , g, h, it is possible to infer
a unique execution of M(p). We formalize this notion in
Proposition 1.

Physical Coupling
𝑦(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑥1 𝑡 , 𝑥2 𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝑁 (𝑡))
𝑧, 𝑥𝑖
𝑥𝑖
Agent 𝑗

…

𝑧 , 𝑥𝑗

Agent 𝑖
𝑢𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑔(𝑥𝑖 (𝑡
− 1), 𝑧 𝑡 , 𝑡)

𝑥𝑖 𝑡 = 𝑓(𝑥𝑖 𝑡 − 1 , 𝑢𝑖 𝑡 , 𝑧 𝑡 − 1 )

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑟 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡

4.1

Privacy and Cost in Distributed Control

For formulating privacy of a distributed control system,
we first define comparable and adjacent preference vectors.
For a pair of preference vectors p and p0 , the corresponding Markov chains M(p) and M(p0 ) are comparable if the
observable spaces are identical, that is, YM(p) = YM(p0 ) .
Definition 1. A pair of preference vectors p and p0 in (X ω )N
are adjacent up to time T , written as T -adj(p, p0 ) in short,
if there exists a k ∈ [N ], such that for all t ≤ T , such that
(i) |pk (t) − p0k (t)| ≤ 1, and (ii) for all i 6= k pi (t) = p0i (t).
In other words, two preference vectors are T -adjacent if
they differ only in the preferences of a single agent upto time
T , and the difference in terms of the L1 norm is at most unity
at each time. We adapt the standard definition of differential
privacy to this framework of control mechanisms, where the
protection of the individual agent’s preferences have to be
balanced with the benefits of information sharing for control
in a shared environment.

Figure 1: Close-loop distributed system

𝑧, 𝑥𝑗

Thus, given an observation sequence β, there is a one-toone correspondence between the global preference p and the
execution α. Fix an observation sequence, If the adversary
has a high confident guess of the preference vector p, then
the agents’ whole trajectory corresponding to such a p is
also of high validity. Otherwise, if the preference vector is
protected, the evolution of the agents is hidden. So it suffices
to consider privacy of the preference vector p.

𝑧
Server

𝑧(𝑡) = ℎ(𝑥1 𝑡 , 𝑥2 𝑡 , … , 𝑥𝑁 𝑡 )

Proposition 1. For any randomized control mechanism M,

Definition 2. The randomized control mechanism M is differentially private upto time T , if for any two T -adjacent
preference vectors p and p0 and any set of finite observation
sequences Obs, M(p) and M(p0 ) are comparable and
−1
−1
PM(p) [ηM(p)
(Obs)] ≤ e PM(p0 ) [ηM(p
0 ) (Obs)].

(6)

This definition of differential privacy is similar to the one
appears in [4] with two technical differences. First, we restrict the preferences to be adjacent upto a time bound.
Secondly, owing our choice of the definition of M(p) which
allows all the components of M(p) to possibly depend on
p, for privacy of individual agent’s preferences with respect
to observation sequences produced from to Markov chains,

it is required that the output alphabets of the corresponding chains are same. This requirement is incorporated by
making the chains comparable.
Performance of a distributed control system is measured
by a cost function. It is standard to consider the following
quadratic cost in optimal control theory. Given an execution
of length T + 1, α = q0 , q1 , . . . , qT , the cost of control for an
individual agent i upto T time is the sum of squared distance
between the agent’s state and its preferred state. That is,
∆ P
costM(p),i (α) = Tt=1 (xi (qt ) − pi (t))> (xi (qt ) − pi (t)). The
summation starts with t = 1 because by definition xi (q0 ) =
pi (0) and no cost is paid at time t = 0. The cost function of
agent i is the expectation of the function costM(p),i (α) over
the space of executions of length T ,
∆

costM(p),i (T ) =

E[

T
X
(xi (qt ) − pi (t))> (xi (qt ) − pi (t))].
t=1

(7)
We introduce an example of distributed control problem.
Example 1 This example captures the routing of N agents
on a 2-D plane whose motion is affected by the center of
gravity of all the agents. The agent i’s state xi ∈ X ⊆ R2 has
two components, which are the x and y coordinates of agent
i. Each agent has a preference which is a path pi ∈ (R2 )ω .
The individual agent’s state at time t is affected by three
factors: the previous state xi (t − 1), the aggregate state–
which is the center of the gravity of the herd–z(t − 1) and
the individual’s control input ui (t). The update law of the
ith agent’s state at time t + 1 follows
xi (t) = 1.5xi (t − 1) + cz(t − 1) + ui (t).

(8)

2

The aggregate state z ∈ Z ⊂ R is the center of gravity of
the herd.
1 X
xi (t).
z(t) =
N
i∈[N ]

Designing a controller for the ith agent, which cancels out
the influence of the aggregate state on individual agent and
drives it towards the goal pi (t + 1), needs the actual states
of all other agents. With the precise information of others,
agent i can achieves its desirable individual cost by using
some optimal control technique. For example, the following
controller may be used:
ui (t) = −cz(t − 1) − 1.3xi (t − 1) + 0.8pi (t).

(9)

Combined Equations (9) and (8), we get the update rule for
the whole close-loop system
xi (t) = 0.2xi (t − 1) + 0.8pi (t).

(10)

The current state xi (t) is a linear combination of the previous state xi (t − 1) and the current preference pi (t). If
the the sequence of preference pi is fixed for a few round,
the state xi converges to it geometrically. Otherwise if the
sequence of preference is changing, the state xi keeps tracking it. The cost of individual agent is defined by the some
squared distance between its state xi and pi , that is,
cost(p, T ) =

T
X
t=1

|xi (t) − pi (t)|22 .

In Section 6, we introduce a mechanism that guarantees differential privacy of individuals for this example.

4.2

Cost of Privacy

We define the cost of a randomized control mechanism M
as the difference in the cost of two nearly identical Markov
chains with observations M(p) and M0 (p), where M(p) is
the differentially private Markov chain and M0 (p) is identical except that its observation map discloses perfect information about the agents’ states. Formally, given M(p)
defined by the parameters f, g, h, and r the perfectly observable version M0 (p) is defined by the parameters f, g, h and
r0 where
r0 (xi (qt ), z̃(qt ), t) = δxi (qt ) ,
∆

where δa is the Dirac delta distribution at a.
Definition 3. For any  > 0 and time bound T ∈ N, and an
-differentially private randomized control mechanism M,
the Cost of Privacy (CoP) upto time T , is defined by the
supremum of the difference between any individual’s cost
in M(p) and the corresponding perfectly observable chain
M0 (p) over all preference vector p:

∆
CoP (, M, T ) = sup costM0 (p),i (T ) − costM(p),i (T ) .
p,i

We will discuss the cost of privacy of Example 1 in Section 6.2

5.

LAPLACE OBSERVATIONS OF DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

In this section, we introduce a strategy for creating observation maps that guarantees differential privacy of the
agents’ preferences. For the remainder of this paper let n be
the length of local state xi . In this design, at time t, each
agent report x̃i (t) by adding a noise ωi (t) on its actual state
xi (t), that is
∆

r(xi (qt )) = xi (qt ) + ωi (t),

(11)

where ωi (t) is a vector consists of n independent random
noises drawn from Laplace distribution Lap(Mt ).
Before propose an actual design of Mt , we first define sensitivity of the system. Fix an observation sequence β ∈ Y T
up to time T and a preference vectors p. As we men−1
tioned in Proposition 1, ηM(p)
(β) is a singleton set. Then,
−1
x(ηM(p)
(β)(t)) is the global state at time t corresponding to
−1
the execution ηM(p)
(β). To quantify the maximal difference
of the system’s global states at time t resulted from a pair
of adjacent preference vectors p and p0 , we introduce the
sensitivity of the system.
Definition 4. For a mechanism M, we define the sensitivity of M at time t ∈ N as
∆

∆(t) = sup
β

sup
adj(p,p0 )

−1
−1
|x(ηM(p)
(β(t))) − x(ηM(p
0 ) (β(t)))|,

where the norm used is L1 -norm.
We assume that ∆(t) is bounded for any t ∈ N throughout
the paper.

Theorem 2. At each time t ∈ [T ], if each agent adds a noise
vector ωi (t) which consists of n independent Laplace noise
P
D (t)
Lap(Mt ) such that Tt=0 ∆M
≤ , then the distributed cont
trol system is -differentially private.

erty of Laplace distribution,
(k)

pL (x̃i (α(t)) − xi (α(t))|Mt )

i∈[N ]k∈[n]

pL (x̃i (B(α)(t)) − xi (B(α)(t))|Mt )

(k)

Y

≤
Proof. Fix a pair of T -adjacent preference vectors p, p0 ∈
X T N . and a set of observation sequence Obs ⊆ Y T . we will
−1
−1
denote the sets of executions ηM(p)
(Obs) and ηM(p
0 ) (Obs)
0
by A and A respectively. First, we define a correspondence
B between the sets A and A0 . For α ∈ A and α0 ∈ A0 ,
B(α) = α0 if and only if they are the observation sequence
up to time T . That is η(α(t)) = η(α0 (t)) for all t ∈ [T ].
From Proposition 1, for any observation sequence β ∈ Obs
there is an unique execution α ∈ Execsp that can produce
the observation. Similarly, α0 is also unique in Execp0 . So B
is indeed a bijection. we relate the probability measures of
the sets of executions A and A0 .
R
−1
PM(p) [ηM(p)
(Obs)]
P
[α]dµ
α∈A M(p)
R
=
.
(12)
−1
0 ) [α0 ]dµ0
P
PM(p0 ) [ηM(p
M(p
0
0
0 ) (Obs)]
α ∈A

α0 ∈A0

PM(p0 ) [α0 ]dµ0

=

R

=

R

B(α)∈A0
α∈A

PM(p) [B(α)]dµ

(13)

PM(p) [B(α)]dµ

Z
PM(p) [α]dµ =
α∈A

PM(p) [x̃(α)|x(α)]dµ
α∈A

where x(t) is the vector of N agent states at t along execution
α. Each xi (t) is a vector of length n. We denote the k
(k)
state component of xi (t) by xi (t). As x̃(t) is obtained by
adding n × N independent noise values to x(t), from the
distribution Lap(Mt ), it follows that the probability density
of an execution is reduced to
Y
(k)
(k)
PM(p) [x̃(α)|x(α)] =
pL (x̃i (α(t))−xi (α(t))|Mt ),
i∈[N ],k∈[n]
t∈[T ]

(14)
where pL (x|b) is the probability density function at x with
parameter b. Then, we relate the distance at time t between
the state of α and B(α) with the sensitivity ∆(t). Let β =
η(α) be the observation sequence corresponding to α.
By the Definition 4, we have
|x(α(t)) − x(α0 (t))| ≤ ∆(t).
The norm in above equation is L1 -norm. The global state
x(t) consists of N local state xi (t), each of which has n
component. So |x(α(t)) − x(α0 (t))| lives in space RnN . By
definition of L1 -norm:
PN Pn
i=1

k=1

(k)

e

|x̃(α(t))−x(α(t))−x̃(B(α)(t))+x(B(α)(t))|
Mt

Y

=

e

|x(α(t))−x(B(α)(t))|
Mt

i∈[N ],k∈[n]
P

=e
≤e

i∈[N ],k∈[n]

∆(t)
Mt

(15)

|x(α(t))−x(B(α)(t))|
Mt

.

Combining Equation (12), (13), (14) and (15), we derive
−1
PM(p) [ηM(p)
(Obs)]
−1
PM(p0 ) [ηM(p
0 ) (Obs)]
R
P
[x̃(α)|x(α)]dµ
α∈A M(p)
≤R
P
[x̃(B(α))|x(B(α))]dµ
α∈A M(p)
P
Y ∆(t)
∆(t)
≤
e Mt ≤ e t∈[T ] Mt
t∈[T ]

From Equations (1)-(5) the definition of r,
Z

(k)

i∈[N ],k∈[n]

Changing the variable using the bijection B we have,
R

(k)

Y

(k)

|xi (α(t)) − xi (α0 (t))|

= |xi (α(t)) − xi (α0 (t))| ≤ ∆(t).
Recall that by definition of B, the observations of α and
B(α) match, that is x̃(α(t)) = x̃(B(α)(t)). From the prop-

P
If Mt satisfy Tt=0
the lemma follows.

∆D (t)
Mt

≤ , then

Q

t∈[T ]

e

∆(t)
Mt

≤ e . Thus

We can also derive the following corollary from Theorem 2.
Corollary 3. At each time t ∈ [T ] if each agent add an
vector of independent Laplace noise Lap(Mt ), where Mt =
∆D (t)T
to its actual state, then the distributed control system

is -differentially private.
In this mechanism, the noise added is proportional to the
sensitivity of the system and the time bound of the system
T . Roughly, an adversary can examine a number of T observations of an individual agent. The parameter of the Laplace
noises added is proportional to the length of the observation
and the sensitivity of the system.

6.

DIFFERENTIALLY PRIVATE LINEAR DISTRIBUTED CONTROL

In this section, we will specialize the general framework
of Section 4 to linear control systems. Linear models for the
physical dynamics and linear controller functions are the
predominant models studied in control theory literature. In
this setup, the optimal controller design problem can be formulated and solved effectively using convex optimization.
We assume that agent i’s state (xi ), its observed state (x̃i ),
its control input (ui ), the environment state (z), and the observed environment state (z̃) are all points in Rn , for some
natural number n. Agent i’s preference is an infinite (possibly repeated) sequence of points in Rn . Next, we define the
remaining four parameters of the control system. The linear
dynamics function for the ith agent is:
∆

f (xi , z, t) = Axi + cz + ui ,
where A ∈ Rn×n is the dynamics matrix and c ∈ R is a coupling constant. The linear aggregation function h computes

the average of the agent states, which is defined as
X
∆ 1
h(x) =
xi .
N

where K is a block diagonal matrix with K matrices as its
diagonal blocks and C is a block matrix with all the blocks
set to Nc times the identity matrix I. Combining the Equation (21) for all the N agents we obtain:

i∈[N ]

For this type of dynamics, a linear feedback controller suffices to drive the agent to any fixed preference point. We
choose a general linear feedback control function of the form:
∆

g(xi , z, t) = (K − A)xi + (I − K)pi (t) − cz̃,
where K ∈ Rn×n is a stable matrix and I is the identity
matrix. Finally, the form of the observation map is
∆

x(t)

= Kx(t − 1) + (I − K)p(t) + Cx(t − 1) − z̃(t − 1)
= (K + C)x(t − 1) + (I − K)p(t) − z̃(t − 1). (23)

Given a preference vector p and an observation sequence β,
by Proposition 1, we know that there is a unique execution
−1
ηM(p)
(β). The vector of agent states at time t ≥ 0, along
−1
this execution is x(ηM(p)
(β)(t)). Iteratively applying Equation (23) we obtain:

r(xi , t) = xi + ωi (t),
where ωi (t) is drawn from a time-dependent probability distribution to be defined below.
As in the general case (Section 4), given a preference vector p, the above parameters define the Markov chain M(p)
which captures the evolution of the system. The system of
equations defining the transitions of this Markov chain, corresponding to Equations (1)-(5), can be written as follows:
At time t ∈ N
ui (t) = (K − A)xi (t − 1) + (I − K)pi (t) − cz̃(t − 1) (16)
xi (t) = Axi (t − 1) + cz(t − 1) + ui (t)
x̃i (t) = xi (t) + ωi (t)
1 X
xi (t)
z(t) =
N

(17)
(18)
(19)

i∈[N ]

z̃(t) =

1 X
x̃i (t).
N

(20)

i∈[N ]

Combining the above equations, the closed-loop dynamics
of agent i is:
c X
xi (t) = Kxi (t − 1) + (I − K)pi (t) −
ωi (t − 1). (21)
N
i∈[N ]

Agent i’s state at time t can be written as a function of its
preference sequence {pi (s)}s≤t and the sequence {ωi (s) : i ∈
[N ], s ≤ t} of noise vectors added in all previous rounds. By
iteratively applying Equation (21), we obtain:
xi (t) =K t pi (0) +

t
X

t−1
X
(K + C)t−s z̃(β(t))
s=0

+

t
X

(K + C)t−s (I − K)p(s).

s=1

6.1

Sensitivity of Linear Distributed Control

In this section, we state Theorem 4 which establishes
bound on the sensitivity ∆(t). We refers the reader to the
full version of the paper for the proof of this nontrivial result [9]. For proving this theorem, we fix two Markov chains
of the system (Equations (16) -(20)) with adjacent preference vectors p and p0 and compute the difference between
two chains. Recall that p and p0 are identical except the preference of one agent (i). Then, the difference between the two
Markov chains has two components: (1) the change in agent
i’s state, and (2) the sum of changes in other agents’ state.
The sensitivity is then computed as a bound of the sum of
above two components.
With this bound on sensitivity,
we introduce a Laplace mechanism defining the observation
map (r) in Corollary 5 and then show that the mechanism
achieves differential privacy of the linear distributed control
system.
Theorem 4. For the linear distributed control system, for
all t ∈ N the sensitivity ∆(t) is upper bounded by κ(t), where
∆

κ(t) = |Gt − K t | + |K t ||H|

t−1
X
(|Gt − K t | + |K s |),
s=0

K t−s (I − K)pi (s)

s=1

−

−1
x(ηM(p)
(β(t))) = (K + C)t p(0) −

t−1
c X t−s−1 X
K
ωi (s).
N s=0

∆

∆

with G = cI + K and H = I − K.
(22)

i∈[N ]

Remark 1. By taking expectation on both side of Equation (21), we can write x( t) − p( t) = K(x(t − 1) − p(t)).
Given a stable the matrix K, for agent i, after update at
time t, the new state gets closer to the preference pi (t). The
more stable K is, the better tracking x(t) performs towards
p(t) .
For representing the dynamics of the complete system
with N agents, we define two nN × nN matrices




I ... I
K




∆ 
∆ c .
.

..
K=
 .. . . . ..  ,
 and C =
.
N 



I ... I
K

Remark 2. The upper bound on the sensitivity at time t,
κ(t) has two components:
P
(a) |K t | + |H| ts=1 |K s | overapproximates the maximum
change in agent i’s state (xi ) if its own preference changes
by at most unity at each time upto t, and
P
s
s
(b) |Gs + K s | + |H| t−1
s=0 |G + K | overapproximates the
sum of the changes in other agents’ state given agent i’s
preference changes by at most unity upto t.
Remark 3. κ(t) is independent to the number of agents (N ).
It only depends on matrix K, the coupling constant c and
time t. K is specified by the individual’s control function
(Equation (16)), which assumes to be stable. The more stable matrix K is, the faster |K t | decays to 0. The coupling
constant c quantifies the influence of the aggregate on each

individual agent. The matrix G = cI + K captures the combined dynamics under the influence of the environment and
the dynamics of the individual agents. The weaker physical
coupling is, the smaller |Gt | is. Therefore, we conclude that,
as the individual agent dynamics becomes more stable or
the physical coupling between agents becomes weaker, the
sensitivity of the system decreases.
Remark 4. The dependence of κ(t) on time t changes based
on the stability of the K and G matrices. If G is stable,
κ(t) converges to a constant as t → ∞. Otherwise if G is
unstable, κ(t) grows exponentially with t.
Theorems 2 and 4 immediately suggest an observation
map (r) which guarantees differential privacy of the distributed linear control system.
Corollary 5. For any time bound T and privacy parameter
∆
and ωi (t) chosen as noise vector of
 > 0, for Mt = T κ(t)

length n drawn independently from the distribution Lap(Mt ),
the resulting observation map makes the linear distributed
control system -differentially private up to time T .
Example 2 Now we can apply the strategy explained above
to Example 1, where K = 51 I is a 2 by 2 matrix. G = (c+ 15 )I
in this case. By Theorem 4, the sensitivity is

t
16 − 45c
1
4 + 20c
+
c+
∆(t) ≤ κ(t) =
20 − 25c
20 − 25c
5
As stated in Remark 3, the sensitivity is independent of N .
If G is stable, that is |c + 15 | ≤ 1, the sensitivity ∆(t) is
bounded and converges to a constant as t → ∞. Otherwise,
if |c + 15 | > 1, κ(t) diverges. We choose the noise to be Mt =
κ(t)T
. By Corollary 5, the system guarantees -differential

privacy upto time T .

6.2

Cost of Privacy in Linear Distributed Control

The observation map of Corollary 5 adds independently
drawn Laplace noise to the state of agent i observation at
time t from the distribution Lap(Mt ) . The noise parameter
Mt depends on the individual’s dynamics rather than the
number of agents. In this section, we discuss the cost of
privacy for this mechanism (see, Definition 3) compared to
a perfectly observable system using the same controller.
Theorem 6. The cost of privacy of the -differentially private mechanism M of Corollary 5 is inversely proportional
to the number of agents N and the squared privacy parameter 2 . In addition, if matrix G is stable, it is proportional
to T 3 . Otherwise if G is unstable, the cost of privacy grows
exponentially with T .
Proof. Given the -differentially private mechanism M, the
perfectly observable system M0 is obtained by setting the
noise values to be 0. We denote by x̄i (t) the state of agent i
for M0 at time t. From Equation (22), by fixing ωi (t) ≡ 0,
we get
x̄i (t) = K t pi (0) +

t
X

K t−s (I − K)pi (s).

Again from Equation (22), the state of an individual agent
i is
xi (t) = x̄i (t) −

t−1
X

K t−s−1 Bω(s).

s=0

The cost of the mechanism M can be written as
" T
#
X
2
costM,i (T ) =
|xi (t) − pi (t)|2

E

t=1

E

=

" T
X

|x̄i (t) −

t=1
T
X

=

t−1
X

#
K

t−s−1

Bω(s) −

pi (t)|22

s=0

E[|x̄i (t) − pi (t)|22 + |

t=1

t−1
X

K t−s−1 Bω(s)|22

s=0

−2(x̄i (t) − pi (t))

t−1
X
>

K t−s−1 Bω(s)]

s=0

The first term on the right hand side is the cost of the system
with perfect observations, that is, costM0 ,i (T ). The last
term on the right hand side is the expectation of a linear
combination of zero-mean noise terms, and therefore, equals
0. By Definition 3,
CoP (, M, T )
(24)

supp,i [costM(p),i (T ) − costM0 (p),i (T )]
 Pt−1 t−s−1

PT
| s=0 K
Bω(s)|22
t=1

=

E

=

In our Laplace mechanism, for different time steps s, τ , ω(s)
and ω(τ ) are independent. Thus, [ω(s)> ω(τ )] = [ω(s)]> [ω(τ )] =
0. Then, the right hand side of Equation (24) reduces to
" t−1
#
T
X
X
> >
t−s−1 > t−s−1
ω(s) B (K
) K
Bω(s) .

E

E

E

t=1

s=0

Recall that each ω(s) consists of a noise vector ωi (s) for
each agent i ∈ [N ], and each of these vectors have n independent and identically distributed noise values drawn from
Lap(Ms ). Each pair of vectors in ω(s) are independent. Denote ω (k) (s), k ∈ [nN ], be the kth element of the vector
ω(s).
h

E

It follows that (a) for different indices k, j ∈ [nN ],
ω (k) (s)ω (j) (s)
h
i
h
i
0, and (b) for any k ∈ [nN ],
ω (k) (s)ω (k) (s) = V ar ω (k) (s) =

E

2Ms2 .

Thus,the above expression is reduced to
t−1
T X
X

Ms2 Tr(B> (K t−s−1 )> K t−s−1 B),

(25)

t=1 s=0

where Tr(A) stands for the trace of matrix A. Recall that
∆
B = Nc [I, . . . , I]. It follows that
Tr(B> (K t−s−1 )> K t−s−1 B)
=

c2
c2
Tr((K t−s−1 )> K t−s−1 ) = |K t−s−1 |22 .
N
N

Substituting the above equation into Equation (25) yields

s=1
∆

We define a n × nN matrix B = Nc [I, . . . , I]. Let xi (t) be
agent i’s state corresponding to some execution of M(p).

E

CoP (, M, T ) =

T t−1
c2 X X 2 t−s−1 2
Ms |K
|2
N t=1 s=0

i

By interchanging the order of summation we get
CoP (, M, T ) =

T −1
T
c2 X X
Ms2 |K t−s−1 |22
N s=0 t=s+1

T −1
T −s−1
c2 X 2 X
Ms
|K t |22 .
=
N s=0
t=0

Recall that in Corollary 5, Ms =
with Equation (26), we have
CoP (, M, T ) =

T κ(s)
.


(26)

Combining this

T −1
T −s−1
X
c2 T 2 X
κ(s)2
|K t |22 .
2
N  s=0
t=0

private communication starts to become smaller compared
to those of systems with no communications.
Figure 3 shows that for the same distribution of initial
positions and destinations the cost of privacy changes as
predicted by Theorem 6. First of all, higher level of privacy
comes with higher cost (Figure 3a). As  changes from 0.2 to
2, the CoP changes from 10 to 0.1. Secondly, larger number
of agents (N ) gives lower cost of privacy (Figure 3b). As N
changes from 10 to 100, the CoP decreases from 4 to 0.4.
And finally a longer time horizon (T ) translates to higher
costs (Figure 3c). The simulation results suggest that the
3
cost of privacy roughly has the order of O( NT2 ).

From the above expression it is clear CoP (, M, T ) is inversely
to N and 2 . As the matrix K is stable,
PT −s−1proportional
t 2
|K |2 converges to some constant as T → ∞. By
t=0
Remark 4, if G is stable then κ(s) converges to some conP −1
κ(s)2 grows linearly with T and we
stant as s → ∞, Ts=0
have CoP (, M, T ) ∼ O(T 3 ). Otherwise if G is unstable,
κ(s) grows exponentially with s and CoP (, M, T ) grows
exponentially with T .
Example 3 Continuing with the system described in Example 1, we now establish the cost of privacy associated with
the communication strategy of Equation (26). In this example, K = 0.2I. We choose the coupling parameter c to be
0.4. Then, the close-loop system is stable. Therefore, the
sensitivity is bounded by κ(t) = 1.2 − 0.2 × 0.6t . The cost
of privacy of the system with N agents at time T follows
2
0.24T 3
+ O( NT2 ).
N 2
We have explored an alternative communication strategy
which also guarantees -differential privacy while minimizing the cost of privacy (see the Appendix of [9]). By this
strategy, the cost of privacy of the system at time T follows
2
0.12T 3
+ O( NT2 ).
N 2
Example 4 We conclude with a simulation-based analysis of the traffic control Example 1. Consider a linear distributed control system in which each agent is a point on
the plane moving towards a randomly chosen destination
with dynamics described in Example 3 and control strategies given in Example 3. The cost of each agent is defined
by the distance between its position to its destination. The
coupling between agents is the repulsive force in the direction of the center of gravity (CM) of the population. Thus,
if the control of an individual fights the force too strongly
without the knowledge of the CM then a higher cost is incurred. We numerically simulated the system with different
levels of privacy and different distributions of destinations
and make the following observations.
Fig 2 shows the relative costs of control with (blue) no
communication and (green) private communication, with respect to cost of control with complete (or brodcast) communication. First of all, if both the initial positions and the
destinations are chosen with 0 mean, then the CM of the
population hovers around the origin and in that case, the
contribution of the coupling is small. As a result, there is
not much to be gained through communication and we see
(Figure 2) that the cost of the system with privacy is comparable to the cost of the system with no communication.
When the destination comes from some distributions slightly
biased from 0, we start to see that the cost of control with

Figure 2: Increase in cost with biased sampled destinations.
The blue and green lines capture the relative cost of control
with no communication and private communication with respect to the cost of control with broadcast preferences respectively.

(a) CoP v.s. privacy level .

(b) CoP v.s. number of agents N .

(c) CoP v.s. time horizon T .

Figure 3: Cost of Privacy for different privacy level, number
of agents and time horizon.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a general framework for studying cost of
differential privacy for distributed control systems. We proposed a communication strategy by which individual agents

can share noisy information about their state which preserves -differential privacy while aiding the estimation of
the aggregate environment and therefore improving control
performance. Specializing to linear systems with quadratic
costs, we showed that the sensitivity of η −1 and therefore
the standard deviation of the required noise is independent
of the number of participating agents. The sensitivity also
decreases with the stability of the dynamics and with the
weakening the environment’s influence on an individual. For
stable controllers, for preserving privacy over indefinite time
horizons, the variance of the noise to be added is also independent of time. For unstable dynamics, on the other hand,
the sensitivity can grow exponentially with time. The cost of
-differential privacy for the proposed communication strategy up to time T for a system with N agents is at most
3
O( NT2 ) for stable systems. This suggests that the proposed
communication strategy is best suited for distributed control
systems with many short-lived participants.
The proposed framework should enable us to study more
sophisticated communication strategies that incur smaller
costs for more persistent agents. Another direction for future research will be to establish lower bounds on the best
cost of privacy that can be achieved through any communication strategy, not just the form proposed here.

8.
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